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Hitachi Sumitomo Heavy Industries Construction Crane Co., Ltd. has launched a new variation 

of 550ton crawler crane "6000SLX", which has been introduced in June 2009. The new crawler 
crane includes the specification of the buggy mounted external counter weight, called "SL-B". 
 
Newly developed "SL-B" provides excellent lifting performance. Its maximum lifting capacity is 

6,097ton-meter in lift crane specification when the crane is connected to the buggy mounted 220 
ton external counter weight by retractable extension beam. The buggy equips with traveling and 
steering function. 
Further, middle range of lifting capacities of the specification is more than equal to ones of 
SCX6500 (650 ton).  
 
In addition, maximum boom length is 126m in light boom configuration. 

In luffing tower boom configuration, the length can be 84m tower boom and 84m jib boom, the 
configurations provides wider working range. 
  
<Main features> 
1. "Three working modes provide great performance" 
In this specification, buggy has three driving modes, Slewing mode, Trailer mode and Crab 
mode. 
The buggy with the external counter weight can move smoothly along with the movement of the 
crane. 
 

1) Slewing mode: 
In this mode, steering angle of the buggy is accurately calculated to travel along with the crane 
in slewing operation. 
The operator can also choose either "drive mode" or "trail mode" depending on the mass of 
external counter weight. 
 

2) Trailer mode: 
The buggy is followed by crane’s movement with all tires in the front-directed. 
This function enables the crane to start traveling when the condition of which the crane and the 
buggy are at an angle of 90 degree. Therefore crane can switchback from forward to back.  
 

3) Crab mode:  
In crab mode, steering angle of tires is set in the same direction with the crane so that the buggy 
follows the crane traveling in parallel. 
This function is useful at the jobsite near the construction buildings. 
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2. Extendable beam connects crane and buggy; 
By using detachable and retractable beam, the distance of the crane to the buggy can be fixed at 
three points in 16m, 13.5m and 11m, depending on a situation at the jobsite. 
 
3. Excellent lifting capacity; 
Maximum boom length is 126m in light boom configuration (18m longer than Std. machine).The 
combination of 84m luffing boom + 84m luffing jib is also available (12m longer than Std. 
machine for both boom and jib) for increasing its working range. The maximum working range 
can be 128m. 
 
4. Cover wider classes; 
By reducing upper and lower counter weight from the base machine in Std. specification, the 
crane ensures lifting capacity of 350t class crane. 
With the buggy and 220t external counter weight, the crane has lifting capacity of more than 
650t class crane in the middle working radius range. 
The machine provides wide range of performance and increases its availability for a several kind 
of jobsites. 
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Following attachments are also available for comfortable operation, quick assembly and reliable 
performance. 
Fixed mast top position, suspension cylinder for external counter weight, external counter 
weight and mast holding by steel bar pendant. 
 

 
 

Model name :6000SLX/SL-B 
Max. lifting capacity：Crane      480t（Max. moment 6,097tm）  

            Luffing jib       250t（Max. moment  5,352tm）  

Front/rear main drum line speed         110m/min 
Boom hoist drum line speed            42m/min 
Slewing Speed                  1.15min-1 
Travel Speed                    1.5 / 1.3 / 0.6km/h 
Basic Boom Length                 24m 
Max.  Boom Length(Ｈ-Boom)                 96m 
          (Ｌ-Boom)                  126m 
Tower length                         36m ～ 84m 
Luffing Jib length                      24m ～ 84m 
Max. Tower + Max. Luffing Jib length    84m + 84m 
Engine Maker and Model          ISUZU 6WG1 
Engine Rated Output           397kW（530ps）/ 1,800min-1 
*Working Mass              Approx.720t 
（with Basic Boom and 500ｔHook）                             
*Ground Contact Pressure      149Kpa（1.52kgf/cm）/ 961mm shoe 
                             

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   
 
 
 

Notes:*Including 36m heavy boom, 500hook, 1524 mm wide shoe.  
Optional external counter weight (220t) is not included. 
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6000SLX SL-B 

  
*The picture includes optional 20t external counterweight. 

 
 

                                       ＜Address inquires to＞ 
Hitachi Sumitomo Heavy Industries Construction Crane Co., Ltd 

 Sales and Service Planning Dept. 
Address: 9-3, Higashi Ueno 6-chome, Taito-ku 

              Tokyo 110-0015 Japan 
                   Telephone: 81-3-3845-1396 

                        URL: http://www.hsc-crane.com 
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